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Monument valley was created by using programs on a computer and the people who 
designed the artistic game was Ken Wong, with artist David Fernandez Huerte and 
programmers Manesh and Van Le at Ustwogames, UK. It was released for IOS in April 2014, 
Monument valley was named Apple's best iPad game of 2014 and had sold over two million 
copyies by January 2015. Ustwogames’ aim was to “create an emotional and intellectual 
journey, along side which every screen is a visual treat”.

The game is made from geometry, impossible arcitecture and forgiveness. It was made through a series of programmes 
in order for it’s creation. The only materials this game would have needed in order for its creation would be electricity 
and programmable coding. This game was made electronicly so it wouldnt have used any sort of raw materials to 
create it so therefore it is a sustainable product. I think that when users play the game, they wont get what it is about 
until they are start reading about it online.

I think the game’s purpose is get the audience thinking as well as enjoying the artistic values of the product and that i I think the game’s purpose is get the audience thinking as well as enjoying the artistic values of the product and that i 
have a strong feeling that the designers of the game wanted to make it quite artist that every screenshot of the game 
that you take could be printed out and put on a wall because the game is just one big artistic canvas which is different 
to modern game designing. 

The people who made the game could have used a disc in order to place the game on but the game would be too small The people who made the game could have used a disc in order to place the game on but the game would be too small 
to even use a disc in the first place which therefore they would be wasting some materials due to not using all of the 
space provided within the disc up. Instead they put up on the internet where people could play it electronically in 
which wouldnt use up alot of materials except electricity. So when a user has no use for this game, they would most 
likely delete it or leave it on their device to be played for another time when they are bored.
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